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The coll configuration* of the ISABILL2 dipole
and quadrupola nagneta have bten reviewed and a number
of improvements were suggested for incorporation into
the final deaign. The coil design* are basically
single layer multiple block approximations to cosine
current distributions, wound from a high aspect ratio
non-keystoned braided conductor. The blocks are
separated by knife-edge wedges to maximize the quench
propagation velocity. The current density variation
is obtained by an appropriate distribution of the
spacer turns and, to a lesser degree, by the wedge
location*. The use of inert turn* i* necessary to
minimize the peek field enhancement both in the ends
and in the two dimensional section. Scheaes for
deriving turns distributions yielding harmonic
coefficients satisfying the stringent ISABELLE
tolerances on field uniformity, while allowing for
simplicity in winding and taking Into account quench
propagation considerations, will be discussed, as well
as our approach to the coil end configuration.

Introduction

Tfw coil configuration* for Che
dipole and quadrupole magnets are single layer multi-
ple block approximations to cosine current distribu-
tions, wound froa a high aspect ratio noo-keystoned
braided conductor. The current blocks are separated
by wedge* with knife-edge to maximize the quench
propagation velocity. The current density variation
is obtained by as. appropriate distribution of braided
inert spacer turns. The 2-diaenaional field distribu-
tion includes built-in sextupole and decapole teras to
coapensata for saturation-Induced ten* at high field.
Presently the end haraonics are compensated by end
spacer* located in the dipole coil end*, although the
alternative possibility exist* to coapensate for the
end effects by appropriately modifying the 2-0 current
distribution. The use of inert tuna is also
desirable for minimising the peak field enhancement in
the end* a* well as In the two-dimensional section.

The present paper reviews a number of Improve-
ments recently proposed for incorporation in the two-
dimensional coll design. The design characteristics
addressed were primarily those which lead to:

a) Simplification* la coll winding

b) Optimum quench propagation

c) Field distribution meeting storage ring
tolerances.

The ground rule for the design review limited the mod-
ification* to those coapatible with the winding tech-
niques developed over the past several years, with
minimal effect on existing tooling.

We first review briefly the computational proce-
dure used in designing the ISABELLE coll configuration
generally. Next we discuss several stage* of revision
of the cross section of the dipole which, though still
noaewhat tentative, ha* been the principal focus of

*Work performed under the auspice* of the U.S. Depart-
ment of Energy
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attention. (Note that tha design considerations
discussed here, i.e., items a through c above, do not
address the equally critical area of aagnet training
and coll support.) Finally, the status of the oein
lattice quadrupole design is briefly Indicated.

Computational Methods, Dipole Configuration Generally

There are two conceptual approaches to achieving
a uniform field (or gradient) by the so-called sector
col l geoaetry. The Beth2' approach i s based on
sectors of equal aziauthal extent, with variable
current density, and separated by sharp wedges. This
nay be approximated with Inert spacer turns and a. non-
keystoned block geoaetry. In a practical design,
rounding off to Integral turns Introduces wedges of
finite thickness, which may be replaced by additional
inert turns. The Coupland-Halbach^) approach is
based on sectors of unequal azimuthal width, carrying
uniform current density. The ISABELLE magnets in the
pait have been basically designed according co the
former (modified Beth) scheme. Typically, the dipole
winding scheme, Fig. I, consists of six blocks. Quad-
rufilar turn* ( i . e . , one superconducting turn co-
wrapped with three inert turns) are repeated a number
of times In block no. 1 (counting froa the pole). Pro-
ceeding to block 2, inert turn* are discarded, leaving
in the succeeding blocks l i r i l ar and monofilar turns
in varying proportions as demanded by the field shepe.
An undesirable feature of this design solution has
been the presence of so-called inert turn restarts la
several of the blocks, as a consequence of the afore-
said integral turn constraint, wherein a sequence of
aonofilar turn* is periodically interrupted by the re-
introduction of a discrete bundle of blf i lar turns
adjacent to a (sharp) wedge. These "bifilar islands"

' or discontinuities complicate the winding process and,
more importantly, seriously impede the azimuthal
propagation of the normal zone in case of a quench.
Moreover, the multlfllar turn*, while advantageous
with regard to minimizing peak field enhancement, and
contributing to coi l s tabi l i ty , require menual
applications of the fiberglass insulation.

Fig. 1. Present design for ISABELLE dipole cross
section.
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Fig. 2. Idealized sector geometry for revised dlpole
configuration!.

The dssign solutions discussed here incorporate
various simplifications and Improvements la the coil
design, achieved by augmenting tht niaerlcal comput-
ational design proctdur* — which Is performed with
th« aid of the computer progru MACROS) — with
an analytical calculation aa tha startla« point6)
assuming an ldaalizad currant distribution of a sactor
gecaecry, aa exaaple of which ia shorn la Fig. 2. Tha
angular extent of tha sectors ara chosaa such that
t>2 " b4 " b6 " b8 " °> "here bn la daflnad by
tha following expansion of eha vartlcal flald on tha
median plana of a dtpola without random arrors:

By (1)

To allow for tha non-keystoned conductor tha analyt-
ical solution asaisMs tha currant daaslty to vary io-
varaaly with radius.

Possible Dlpole Designs

Idealized sector geometry solutions of the typa
diicussad above: Bay ba lapleaented In practice by a
block gaoaatry utilizing kalfa-adga wedges. Figure 3
is a six-block design incorporating a slngla lnart turn
rsatart, coaparad to 3 in our peasant daalga (Fig. 1).
Tha underlying idealized sector gaoaatry for this
particular design ia not precisely Chat show la
Fig. 2, due to the requlreaents of quadrufilar turns
In block I, but one not shotra hare which includes a
sactor with J/4 currant density. Mote the presence of
an inert (copper) turn adjacent to the post. Recent
ISABELLS magnets have been wound with a superconduct-
ing turn la this location, la contrast to the earliest
ambers of our "MX" series of aagnats. We now attach
considerable laportanee to the stability provided by
locating copper in this particularly sensitive coll
region. This design can ba wound with very minor
changes la the present tooling. Its principal
advantages over the present design are, aside froa
being considerably «lapl«r to winds * 2X increase la
transfer function; field distribution aore coapatibia
with present estlaates of iron saturation and (by
slople alteration la tha Ufllar winding sequence) end
effects; near optlaua quench propagation characteris-
tics. *

In a varlaat on the Fig. 3 design, not shown, a
slngla restart reaalns, but the quadrufilar sequence
of turns in block 1 is cllalaated by adopting a five

Fig. 3. Six-block ISABELLE dipole geoactry with
single inert turn restart. The ISABELLE aag-
net bore tube components are also indicated.

block geoaetry with only blfilar turns in blocks 1 and
2; the single restart occurs at the Jdg« of block 3
closesc to the aid-plane. This design approach also
yields haraonics of storage ring quality.

Two closely related five block design represent
our aost recent effort in the direction of coll
simplicity, shows in Figs. 4 ud 5. Both ellalaate
restarts while retaining ISABELLE field quelity by the
introduction of a single (aetal) wedge of finite
thickness. The Fig. 4 gaoaetry Is based on blfilar
and aonofllar turns only. That In Fig. 5 assuaea a
conductor of twice the present noalnal ISABELLE braid
thickness* In blocks 1 and 2. The reduction In
current density in this region should considerably
enhance coll stability. With the possibility of
iapleaentlng either of these(designs ia Bind, an
experimental investigation of tha quench propagation
characteristics of the necessary thick wadge has been
undertaken.

Tha central field transfer function aa sail as
eha leading allowed harmonies generated by the designs
in Figs. 1, 3, 4 and 5 are listed ia Table I.

Table I
Systematic

Flg.l Fig.3 Fit.4 Fig.5 Tolerances
Bo/I 13.S9 13.38 13.93 13.93
b2 -206 -243 -186 -190
b4 -114 239 153 199
bg -JO 9 48 21
bg 1000 330 -700 -700

G/A
a

63 xio-iO/cmg
1016

a) correction coils available.

Here the "built-in" values of !» and b* are of
appropriate magnitude and sign (for the Figs. 3, 4,
and S designs, in contrast to that of Fig. 1) to
coapenaate for present estlaatea of Iron saturation
effects, and tha haraonics arc compatible with the
haraonle contributions from the enda as presently
compensated.

* Presently 0.028 in (insulated). He expect the
thickness will grow to 0.030" In forthcoming magnets.



Fig. 4. Five-block dipola geoaetry without inert turn
restarts, bated on bifllac and nanofilar
turns only.

Fig. 5. Five-block dlpol« geoaetry without laare
turn restarts and raducad currant density in
blocks 1 and 2.

A rather aarioua consequence of the 5-block design
alternatives is an Increase in the peak field ratio.
Uheraas for the geoaetry of Fig. 1 the (tve-dlaension-
al) enhancement, or twtx^*o>t't-* 3Z> tor th*
geoaetry of Figs. 4 and 3 thin enhancement IK 7.8Z and
7.4J, respectively. Therefore, i t nay be necessary to
incorporate spacers in the coll. ende to prevent the
end peak field (torn becoming excessive. .Alternatively
it has been suggested'' that tht peak field problea
be alialnated by Incorporating aluainua spacers
between the iron laalnatlons in the cad region of the
iron core, thus effectively reducing the iron
peraesbllity hare.

One further variant on the Fig. 3 cross section
should be noted, shown In Fig. 6. It retains the
original sis blocks, with the auabar of aultlfllar and
aoaofllar turns per block altered aoaawhat, and has no
Inert turn restarts. Elimination of the restart in
the 6-block geoaetry la at the expense of

deterioration of field quality which is, however,
quite adequate for UO aagnat purposes. Since,
aoraovar, the tooling for the design raaalns basically
unaltered, all our recent UD Ji~M*s are being wound
according to this design.

Fig. 6. Six-block dlpols geoaeCry for ISAICLtt StO
dipoles.

Quadrupole Configuration

The ISABELIZ quadrupole design is based on a
3-block cosine currant distribution, saploying the
si l t conductor and slailar inert turn scheme as in the
dipole for grading the current density. The present
design, Fig. 7, ralles on Inert turn restarts for
obtaining the required field shape with the use of
sharp wedges, also analogous to the dipole case. By
neans of the analytlc-nuaerical coaputatlonal approach
indicated we hava re-exsained the quadrupole design
with the siapliflcatlons noted earlier in alnd.
Fig. 8 shows the resulting conceptual sector geometry,
froa which the practical design of Fig. 9 was
obtained. The aoat recent pre-production prototype
quadrupoles are now being wound according Co this
dasign. The central gradient transfer function, as
well as lesding baraonics, for this qusdrupole and
that of Fig. 7, are listed in Table II.

Table II

Figure 7 Flture 9
Systematic
Tolerances

Go/I

"5

1.63
-6.2
-1.2

1.

13
-2 .

.70

.0
,5 3

a
.8

G/ea A *
xlO-S/cm*
xl0-10/ca9

a) correction coils available.



Fig. 7. Present design for ISABELLA quadrupole cross
section.

Fig. 9. ReviHd coil conflguracion for ISABELLE
prototype quadrupoles.

Dj'O.'O

Fig. 8. Conceptual sector geometry for revised
quad?upole configuration.
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